
NOVEMBER STUDENTS & TEACHER OF THE MONTH
CHARACTER WORD: THANKFUL

The PBIS team would like to recognize the students of the month for November.  The

character word this month is thankful.  Congratulations to the following students:

9th Grade: Alli Clark

10th grade: Aubrey Barron

11th Grade: Ailyn Quiroz

12th Grade: Ashanti Alderman & Preston Prescott

These members of our CCHS Tribe consistently demonstrate gratitude and appreciation

to their peers and adults.  These students inspire humility, because their focus is on

serving others rather than elevating themselves.  They find purpose in all that they do.

These students are recognized on the bulletin board in the administration office, the

school website, and the school Facebook page.  In addition, each of these students

receives 5 tribe tokens and a treat from the spear spending store.  All of our monthly

winners are entered into a drawing for a Dairy Queen gift card.  Our gift card recipient

for November is Ailyn Quiroz. These students also receive 5 teacher tribe tokens to

hand out to teachers or other staff members that they feel are consistently modeling

our PBIS expectations.

*PLEASE KEEP SCROLLING TO SEE INDIVIDUAL
STUDENT PICTURES AND FACULTY COMMENTS*



Freshman Student of the Month
Alli Clark

Faculty Comments

Alli is always pleasant and appreciative of anything we do for her here at CCHS.

Alli is respectful and kind to others.  She looks out for opportunities to do nice things for her

peers and the faculty at CCHS.

Other Freshman Nominees: Caitlin Hubert, Ahmaud Johnson, Chris Larry,

Priscilla Milton, Santiago Pu y Pu, & Morgan Webb



Sophomore Student of the Month
Aubrey Barron

Faculty Comments

Aubrey is so kind and friendly to everyone. He has a grateful spirit and is loved in our class.

Aubrey always shows appreciation to others.  He has a positive attitude and he knows how to

make everyone smile!

Other Sophomore Nominees:  Bryson Allbritton, Nate Allen, Trinity Bryant,

Aunica Pafford, Leyna Pollett, Michael Sikes, Melody Teel, & Andia Williams

Junior Student of the Month



Ailyn Quiroz

Faculty Comments

Ailyn is always very sweet, thankful, and she is sure to say thank you for everything.

Ailyn is grateful towards others!  She uses her manners consistently!

Other Junior Nominees: Jason Ackerman, Julianna Collins, Marissa Green,

Sydnee Johnson, Conner Lloyd, Ja’Khari Mosley, Samarie Peterson,

Courtney Spradley, Alyssa White, & Emilee Zetmeir

Senior Students of the Month
Ashanti Alderman & Preston Prescott



Faculty Comments

Ashanti Alderman is one of the most mannerly students at CCHS.  She always shows respect

and appreciation for others!

Preston consistently demonstrates thankfulness!  He is kind and respectful.  He is always happy

to lend a helping hand.

Other Senior Nominees: Ashanti’ Alderman, Colby Bryant, Curtis Burroughs, Noah

Chisholm, Wyatt Crews, Kway Garard, Antonia Harvey, Alyssa McAlister, Gabriela Pena

Morales, Zachary Taylor,



November Teacher of the Month
Crystal Brooks

Our PBIS team also recognizes teachers that consistently identify and reward positive student behavior at CCHS.

Teachers are encouraged to give out a minimum of 10 tribe tokens each week to acknowledge positive behavior.

As students spend their tribe tokens in the spear store, they are collected and entered into a drawing.  At the

end of the month, a spent tribe token is drawn from the collection and the teacher that distributed the token

receives a prize.  This month, Crystal Brooks was our winner!  The teacher of the month receives a Dairy Queen

gift card as well as the choice of a ticket to wear jeans or a leave early pass.  Thank you Crystal for being

diligent about acknowledging positive student behavior at CCHS.


